
























                
  

 

CONCEPT       

 
 

“Green is the prime color of the world, and that from which its loveliness arises.”        
      Pedro Calderon de la Barca 

 

 

 

For life to form and continue in our century in the condition of reducing of the natural resources which are 

important for improving the life we have to save and protect nature and play an active role in environment’s 

restoration. 

GreenDoor Spa & Wellness believes that beauty begins with nature, according to our mission we are in the 

balance with nature. To make the every moment of  your life more beautlful we let nature inspire us. 

 

GreenDoor Spa & Wellness  contributes to human’s natural beauty and health and offers organic and natural 

SPA experience using ecologically packaged  products which are friendly to environment and not tested on 

animals.  

 

A SPA centre that makes think and feel different… 

 

TECNICAL FEATURES 

Rooms 

5 Cosmetic rooms ( 2 facial care rooms, 2 body care rooms, 1 facial deviced room ) 

17 Massage rooms  

( 3 SPA Suites for 2 persons  with sauna and jakuzzi, 2 standart  rooms for 2 persons, 1 Thai room, 1 Ayurveda 

room, 9 standart rooms ) 

5 Bali Houses ( Every bungalow is a couple –treatment room and  equiped with indoor shower,  sauna, wc, 

outdoor relax area, outdoor jakuzzi and shower  ) 

 



 

 Indoor Pool (  Heated indoor pool  in Summer season 26 °C , in Winter season 28 °C) 

1Indoor Swımming Pool 

1 Kids’ pool 

1 Jakuzzi 

2 Robe saunas 

(A Robe Sauna is not a frequently found  facility in SPA centres and a first one in our resort  in Turkey.  A guest 

can leave a bathrobe and a towel in the Robe sauna before the pool usage and get them back warmed before 

leaving the pool. )  

1 Outdoor heated pool ( heated in Winter season) 

 

Wet Area 

3 Saunas ( one sauna is to be used before treatments and to relax after ) 

2 Steam rooms (one steam room is to be used before treatments and to relax after) 

2 Hamams ( one Hamam is for general usage, another one is used only for  Hamam treatments ) 

Services 

Massage ( Far East, Europe, Indian treatments and shaping programs) 

Hamam ( organic and natural hamam treatments )  

Facials  ( organic, natural and according to a guest’s preferences hi - tech treatment options ) 

Body Care (organic, natural and according to a guest’s preferences hi - tech treatment options) 

Rituals ( according to the chosen treatment combination of facial care, body care, peeling and massage 

especially designed  services. According to preferences there is a choice of organic treatments) 

Aromatherapy ( Massages perfomed with certified organic oils  for  your choice ) 

Hydrafacial (  First in Turkey, after 35 min treatment HD looking skin) 

 



 

 

 

Products 

GreenDoor Spa & Wellness  is designed for guests’ mental and physical health. According to 

preferences and needs there is a large variety of organic, natural and hi – tech treatments, all the 

products used in daily routine are organic and harmless for nature and environment. 

All massage oils are USDA organic, all shampoos and shower gels are ETKO certified, some of 

cosmetic products are ECOCERT and BIO certified, every natural offer has ORGANİC TRADE ASSOCIATION 

certificate. Every aromatic product used for  sauna and steam rooms  has organic certificate. 

Products used in GreenDoor Spa & Wellness  have the following certificates:  

 

 

                         

 

 

 


